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PURPOSE: This document is intended to aid in the use and selection of tooling 
used for the purpose of testing contact retention at the wire harness 
assembly/maintenance level (in-process).  It is supplemental to the 
product literature (see Appendix 1), data/instruction sheets (see 
Appendix 2), and other documentation that may be supplied with the 
testers. 

 
 The purpose of “HT250” series testers manufactured by DMC is to 

verify the proper seating of contacts in connectors.  The minimum 
pressure required to move an unseated contact should be used to 
avoid the possibility of damage to the connector or contact being 
tested. 

 
QUALIFICATION TESTING OF CONNECTORS:  The “HT250” series testers are not 

intended to test contact retention to MIL-STD-1344, Method 2007-1 
(See Appendix 4) superseded by EIA 364-29.   

  
 This Method is a requirement for qualification testing by the connector 

manufacturer, and is not suitable for in-process wire harness 
assembly/maintenance use.   The forces specified in connector 
specifications for this type of testing are extreme, and will impose 
damage to contacts, and possibly to connectors.  Method 2007-1 
requires fixturing to hold the connector, contact, and test instrument in 
correct alignment when the pressure is applied.  “HT” series testers 
are handheld, and do not provide alignment fixturing. 

 
PROCEDURE: Select the tool that best conforms to the test force range and the 

correct tip to match the contact being tested (be aware that some 
connectors contain a mix of contact sizes).   Install the tip into the 
retention tester, replacing and discarding the shipping screw.  Follow 
the instructions supplied with the tool (See Appendix 2).  Inspect the 
position of the contacts in the connector.  If any have moved out of the 
correct position, this would indicate a failure, and rework is necessary. 

 
CALIBRATION: The “HT250” series testers are intended for reference force testing.  

Although they are very repeatable and dependable, there is no 
specified tolerance on the force applied by the tool.   
The tolerance span of the tool is based on the accuracy of the 
calibration device and method used to calibrate the tester. When the 
testers are manufactured by DMC they are set to the mid scale value 
or to the purchase order specified force using a specially designed 
calibration instrument (part number RTCG-75, accuracy 0.5% full 
scale to 75 pounds force). (see Appendix 5).   
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1. Remove the handle and clamp the HT250-X retention tester into 
the fixture (with the adjustment locking nut loosened or removed). The 
compression wheel is rotated until the center of the indicator line is 
aligned with the sliding cover.   
2. The adjustment screw is then rotated until the desired force is 
indicated on the calibrated force gauge that is part of the fixture.   
3. The retention tester is then removed from the fixture and exercised 
a few times by compressing the spring in the tester and relaxing it.   
4. The retention tester is then reinstalled in the fixture.   The setting 
process is repeated for verification.   
5. If the desired force is shown on the calibrated force gauge when 
the sliding cover is aligned with the center of the indicator line, the 
adjustment is locked into place by rotating the jam nut, and binding 
the adjustment screw on the top of the retention tester.   
6. The handle is replaced to conceal the adjustment screw and lock 
nut. The setting may be made “tamper-proof” by affixing a label or 
seal to the handle and body so it would require breaking the label to 
remove the handle.   
 
If precision and accuracy are not required, an alternate setting method 
for the HT250 series retention testers would be to hold the tool vertical 
on a calibrated weight scale and perform the setting and verification 
steps as defined in steps 1-6 above.  
 

CAUTION: Do not use a hand held retention testing device at forces higher than 
those necessary to move an unseated contact. 

 
 Maintain proper alignment to the contacts when using retention tools. 

Be sure all force is applied in-line with the contact under test.  
 
 Always match the tip size and gender to the contact size correctly. 
 
 Never exceed the preset force of the tool by allowing the sliding cover 

to travel past the indicator line. 
 
 Get special instructions and tips (if required) to test retention of 

coaxial contacts, shielded or multi-conductor contacts, or fiber optic 
termini.  

 
SUMMARY: The HT250 series retention testers are intended to be used as a 

reliable instrument for in-process testing of the correct and complete 
installation of contacts.  When minimal forces are used, and 
employees are properly trained in the use, selection, and calibration, 
the HT250-X retention testers provide an economical solution to a 
common quality/reliability weakness in the wire harness industry. 

 
For additional information contact Daniels Manufacturing Corporation, 
Orlando, Florida (USA). 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

MIL-STD-1344A  
1 SEPT 1977  

 
METHOD 2007.1 

 
CONTACT RETENTION 

 
1.  PURPOSE. The purpose of this test is to impose axial forces on the 
connector contacts to determine the ability of the connector to withstand forces 
that tend to displace contacts from their proper location within the connector 
insert and resist contact pullout. These forces may be the result of:  
 
 a. Loads on wire connected to the contact.  
 
 b.  Forces required to restrict contact "push-through" during assembly 
of removable type contact into connector inserts.  
 
 c.  Forces produced by mating contacts during connector mating. 
  
 d.  Dynamic forces produced by vibration and shock during normal use 
of the connectors.  
 
 e.  Forces relating to bundling strains on the wire.  
 
2.  TEST EQUIPMENT. Equipment required to perform contact retention test 
shall be as follows:  
 
 a.  Force gages, of suitable range for the contact size under test, so 
that readings shall lie in the middle 50 percent of the scale, where practical, with 
a nominal full scale accuracy of + 2 percent.  
 
 b.  Dial indicator gages or other suitable instruments of such range for 
the contacts under test that the readings shall be in the middle 50 percent of the 
scale, with a nominal full scale accuracy of + 2 percent.  
 
 c.  Contact removal and insertion tools, as required.  
 
 d.  Suitable compression device.  
 
 e.  Steel test probes, to adapt the force gage plunger to the particular 
contact (pin, socket, or hermaphroditic) from or wiring end under test.  
 
3.  TEST SAMPLE. A test sample shall consist of a plug or receptacle with 
suitable contacts in place. Unless otherwise specified, 20 percent of the contact 
compliment, but not less than 3 contact of each size shall be tested.  



 
 3.1  Preparation. All backshell hardware and compression rings, if any, 
shall be removed . When the specification requires the contact retention to be 
tested from the wire side of the connector, contacts shall have the wires cut off 
flush or the contacts replaced as specified. All contacts shall be in the place. 
Simulated contact which duplicate the retention feature Geometry may be used 
in lieu of actual contacts to facilitate testing.  
 
 3.2  Mounting. The unmated connector shall be mounted in a position 
of axial alignment of the contacts with the plunger of the test gage. A minimum of 
¼ -inch of space shall be provided on the opposite side under test to permit any 
"push-through" that may occur.  
 
4.  TEST PROCEDURES.  
 
 4.1  Test. The contact retention test shall be applied to the sample 
contacts as follows.  
 
 a.  Determine the direction (axially) in which the test shall be 
conducted from the detail specification. Apply a sufficient axial seating load 
("push" force) to take up any slack of the contact in its retention system. Sudden 
or excessive loads shall not be applied.  
 
 b.  Establish the reference (zero displacement) position of the contact. 
The contact may be lightly preloaded (3 pounds, maximum) to assure proper 
seating.  
 
 c.  Apply an axial load to the contact at the rate of approximately 1 
pound per second, until the specified force has been reached. The specified 
force shall be maintained for 5 to 10 seconds during which measurement of 
displacement shall be made or the lead shall be removed and the displacement 
measured, as specified.  
 
 d. If the test is required in two directions, repeat 4.1.a, b, and c form the 
second direction.  
 
5.  DOCUMENTATION. Data sheets shall contain:  
 
 a. Title of test, date, and name of operator.  
 
 b. Sample description -Include fixture, if applicable.  
 
 c. Test equipment used and date of latest calibration.  
 
 d. Identification of test method.  
 
 e. Vales and observations:  



 
  (1)  Force applied (see 4.1 c)  
 
  (2)  Measured contact displacement during application or after 
removal of specified force, as specified (see 4.1 c).  
 
6.  SUMMARY. The following details shall be specified in the individual 
specification:  
  
 a.  Number of contact positions in sample to be measured, if other 
than as specified herein (see 3).  
 
 b.  Removal of wires (see 3.1).  
 
 c. Axial direction in which test shall be conducted and whether in two 
directions (see 4.1 a and d).  
 
 d.  Applied axial load (see 4.1 c)  
 
 e. Maximum allowable contact displacement during application of 
specified force and/or after removal of specified force (see 4.1 c).  
 
 f. Special requirements or precautions, if any.  

 



APPENDIX 5 
 

The RTCG-75 setting/calibration fixture used by 
DMC to set HT250 Retention Testers 
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